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N F T C V. AC TAV I S , I N C . , 1 T H E C O U RT,
in a 5-3 decision, resolved a Circuit split over the
antitrust treatment of “reverse payments” included in
agreements to settle the litigation generated by the
Hatch-Waxman regulatory scheme.2 The Court held
that reverse payments would be analyzed under the rule of
reason, leaving “to the lower courts the structuring of the
present rule-of-reason antitrust litigation.” 3 In adopting the
rule of reason approach, the Court rejected the use of more
administrable per se rules used by some lower courts to evaluate reverse payments.
Specifically, the Court declined to adopt the “scope of
the patent test” used by the Eleventh Circuit.4 This test recognizes the brand firm’s legal ability to use a valid and unexpired patent to prevent entry until the expiration of the
patent. In contrast, the Court found there is “reason for concern that settlements taking this form tend to have significant
adverse effects on competition.” 5 In particular, the Court
suggested that an otherwise unexplained large reverse payment “likely seeks to prevent the risk of competition. And
. . . that consequence constitutes the relevant anticompetitive
harm.” 6 The Court also declined the FTC’s invitation to
apply to settlements involving such payments a rule of per se
illegality or, alternatively, to subject them to a “quick look”
analysis in which such settlements would be presumptively
unlawful.7
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This article examines the economics of litigation and
settlement of patent disputes arising from Paragraph IV
Abbreviated New Drug Application (ANDA) filings under
the Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration
Act (Hatch-Waxman Act) within the framework set out in
Actavis.8 Recent economic analyses of reverse payment settlements demonstrate how agreements to settle patent litigation that delay the date of generic entry beyond the litigationadjusted expected life of the patent reduce consumer welfare.
An important implication of these models is that settlements
must reduce consumer welfare if the size of the reverse payment exceeds the patentee’s litigation costs.9 These analyses
have been used to support antitrust rules that would prohibit
reverse payments that exceed the cost of litigation.10
This article builds upon these analyses by taking into
account important institutional features of the HatchWaxman Act’s regulatory regime and of procedural law. Our
analysis incorporates the rapid entry by multiple firms that
often follows the invalidation of a patent and the expiration
of the marketing exclusivity period.11 Instead of a single
entrant obtaining duopoly profits for the remaining life of the
patent, as is assumed in prior analyses,12 the generic entrant
that successfully challenges the validity of the patent typically obtains duopoly profits only for the 180-day exclusivity
period provided by the Act. After this period, both the brand
firm with the invalidated patent and the generic entrant that
invalidated the patent face additional generic entrants and,
consequently, earn lower profits than they earned during the
duopoly period. This typical pattern is the joint product of
the Hatch-Waxman Act and the doctrine of collateral estoppel under Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, Inc. v. University of
Illinois Foundation,13 which prevents the brand firm with an
invalidated patent from relitigating the validity of the patent.
Accounting for this critical institutional detail has important and different implications for patent settlements, welfare,
and application of the rule of reason pursuant to Actavis.
Our analysis of the multi-entrant model implies the payoff
for the generic entrant that files the first Paragraph IV ANDA
and invalidates the patent is smaller than the monopoly-toduopoly litigation payoffs generated in the single-entrant
models. This reduced payoff decreases the incentive for the
entrant to litigate and, likewise, the amount for which it will
settle. Litigating a patent under a rule of defensive non-party
non-mutual collateral estoppel imposes greater losses upon
the patentee than is the case when there is a single entrant.
This, in turn, increases the litigation risk the patentee faces
and, likewise, the amount it will pay to settle. Compared to
the single-entrant model, the result is a significantly broader
range of settlements in which the brand and generic entrant
have legitimate incentives to settle the case other than “to prevent the risk of competition,” which is “the relevant anticompetitive harm.” 14
This broad settlement range renders ineffective attempts
to regulate the size of patent settlements or to infer a settlement is anticompetitive based solely upon its size. IncorpoS P R I N G
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rating multiple entrants also changes the direct relationship
between the litigation-adjusted expected life of the patent and
consumer welfare and, most important, weakens the relationship between the strength of the patent and the size of the
settlement, which relationship has underlain calls to deem
presumptively unlawful all payments greater than anticipated litigation costs. Thus, using litigation cost as an indicator
of an anticompetitive settlement would neither induce litigation that would invalidate “bad” patents nor encourage settlements that would increase consumer welfare.
In addition to the positive analysis of litigation, the article
examines the alternatives to the static consumer-welfare-only
standard used in some analyses to evaluate reverse payment
settlements. In this context, a welfare standard that includes
more than static consumer surplus should be considered.
Settlement avoids the incremental private and social costs of
litigation. In addition, the design of the Hatch-Waxman Act,
which includes provisions that encourage generic entry and
patent term restoration, embodies the tradeoff between producers’ incentive to innovate and consumers’ need for access
that is a central focus of the economic analysis of intellectual
property rights.

with probability p. Specifically, the Brand obtains monopoly
profits π M until the patent expires at time T. The middle
panel shows the post-litigation profits if the Generic wins,
which occurs with probability 1-p. The middle panel in particular shows the effect of the single-entrant assumption.
Instead of a short period of duopoly followed by free entry
when the patent is invalidated, the single-entrant model generates duopoly profits π D from the time the patent is invalidated until the time at which the patent would have expired.
Instead of litigating to judgment, the Brand and the generic entrant can settle the case. The terms of the settlement
include a reverse payment X and an agreed upon early entry
date E that is on or before the patent expiration date T. The
bottom panel shows the profits from settlement: the Brand
enjoys monopoly profits π M until the Generic enters at time
E. The Brand and the Generic obtain duopoly profits π D
from E until the patent expires, after which they obtain only
free entry profits π C.
Feasible Settlements in the Single-Entrant Model.
Figure 2 illustrates the set of feasible settlements generated by
the single-entrant model when both the Brand and the
generic entrant estimate the probability the patent will be
upheld (p) is relatively high, here 0.9.15 The vertical axis
measures the size of the reverse payment X in dollars, and the
horizontal axis measures the date of early entry E in years.
The set of feasible settlements are those both the Brand and
the Generic prefer to litigation. They lie in the shaded area
between the Brand’s minimum acceptable entry date line and
the Generic’s maximum acceptable entry date line.16 As
shown in other papers, absent antitrust constraints on set-

The Single-Entrant Model and the Litigation Cost
Benchmark
The single-entrant models provide analytical support for the
Court’s inference that reverse payments greater than anticipated litigation costs are likely to harm competition.
Market Structure and Profits under the SingleEntrant Model. Litigation under the Hatch-Waxman Act
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panel shows the post-litigation
profits for the Brand and the Gen- Figure 1: Litigation and Settlement Profits for the Brand and Generic Firm
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entry date equals the litigationadjusted life of the patent when the
size of the reverse payment equals
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Equilibrium settlements under such
Figure 2: Feasible Settlements in the Single-Entrant Model
a rule, which result in reverse payments equal to the Brand’s litigatlement, the set of equilibrium settlements, which maximize
tion costs, will necessarily result in entry dates that are later
the joint benefit to the parties, are those that allow entry only
than the litigation-adjusted life of the patent.
at patent expiration (T) and hence can have feasible reverse
In addition, limiting the size of reverse payments to the
payments that are between 8 and 12 times the Brand’s litiBrand’s litigation costs can prevent a settlement that would
gation costs, as indicated by the range of payments on the
result in litigation costs savings greater than any loss in conright edge of Figure 2.17
sumer welfare.22 For example, under the parameters in Figure
Equilibrium Settlement and Welfare in the Single2, the breakeven entry date that increases the sum of consumer
Entrant Model. In considering how settlements affect statwelfare plus avoided litigation costs (E*) is 9.254 years.23
Although litigation will force the parties to incur higher
ic consumer welfare, an important benchmark for consumer
costs and can lower consumer welfare net of litigation costs,
welfare comparisons is the litigation-adjusted expected patent
it is important to note that the absence of a settlement is not
life, which equals the life of the patent multiplied by the
necessarily a “failure.” 24 In patent litigation, whenever a judgprobability the patent will be held valid if litigated (pT = 9
ment correctly invalidates or correctly upholds a patent, it
years in the example in Figure 2). Settlements that set the
produces benefits that generally inure to non-parties, includearly entry date equal to the expected patent life generate coning other generic entrants and consumers. It follows that the
sumer welfare equal to the expected consumer welfare genwelfare associated with a judgment can be greater than the
erated by litigation. Settlements with entry dates sooner (or
welfare associated with a settlement. The benefits to non-parlater) than the litigation-adjusted patent life generate conties, however, are not taken into account in the single-entrant
sumer welfare that is larger (or smaller) than is expected
model, which is another reason to move the analysis beyond
under litigation.18
The dark shaded triangle in Figure 2 shows the set of feathe temporary duopoly assumption in such models.
sible settlements that also increase consumer welfare. In theory, an antitrust rule that required settlements to allow entry
A Model of Litigation and Settlement
on or before the expected patent life could be used to proUnder Hatch-Waxman and Blonder-Tongue:
mote consumer welfare increasing settlements. 19 As the
Accounting for Multiple Generic Entrants
Court recognized in Actavis, the problem with such a rule is
The single-entrant model does not account for key instituthat assessing the strength of a patent would ordinarily
tional features of the Hatch-Waxman Act and of Blonderrequire a costly inquiry into the validity of the patent.20
Tongue that render the post-invalidation duopoly assumption
The Court and economic analysts have focused upon the
unrealistic when there are multiple entrants. In this section,
size of the Brand’s avoided litigation costs as a more observwe set out a more general model of litigation and settlement
able proxy for strength of its patent.21 Under the assumptions
under the Hatch-Waxman Act that explicitly accounts for the
of the single-entrant model, the Brand’s minimum acceptable
effect of these institutional features.
&
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With subsequent generic
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period of marketing exclusivity,
and to consumers, who pay the
lower prices brought on by
Figure 3: Litigation and Settlement Profits for the Brand and Generic Firm
increased competition.
Feasible Settlements Under
Market Structure and Profits Under Hatch-Waxman
Hatch-Waxman and Blonder-Tongue. For simplicity and
and Blonder-Tongue. Figure 3 modifies Figure 1 to show
for a more direct comparison to the single-entrant model, we
the effects of multiple generic entrants. Assuming that the
assume, as that model does, that the discount rate is zero, and
patent will not be challenged if the first ANDA entrant fails
we abstract away from the litigation stay.30 The examples in
this section, however, explicitly take into account the effect
to invalidate the patent, the settlement profits of the Brand
of the limited 180-day marketing exclusivity period H and the
and of the Generic, depicted in the bottom panel of Figure
potential for additional generic entry once a patent has been
3, are identical to those depicted in Figure 1.25 The profits
depicted in the top panel of Figure 2, which show the profinvalidated and this exclusivity period has ended.
its when the Brand plaintiff successfully defends the patent,
Figure 4 depicts the greater range of feasible settlements in
are also identical to those depicted in Figure 1. As a result, the
the case where both parties estimate that p = .9 and where
Brand makes monopoly profits π M during the remaining life
both expect three additional entrants will enter if the patent
of the patent (from time 0 to time T ).
is invalidated or expires.31 Taking into account the effect of
collateral estoppel and free entry after the invalidation of a
Relaxing the assumption of the single-entrant model
patent expands the set of feasible settlements. Collateral
changes the middle panel in Figure 3, which shows the payestoppel imposes additional litigation losses on the Brand and
offs when the first generic entrant invalidates the Brand’s
shifts its earliest acceptable entry date to the left. The litigapatent.26 Our model accounts for two additional features of
the process: the litigation stay and the limited period of
tion payoff for the first generic entrant to file a Paragraph IV
exclusivity. If the Brand files an infringement suit within 45
ANDA is lowered because it obtains duopoly profits only for
days of the ANDA filing, then FDA action on the ANDA is
the duration of the 180-day period of market exclusivity and
stayed for 30 months, during which the Brand will continlower free entry profits afterwards. This shifts the first generue to make monopoly profits (from time 0 to time S).27 The
ic’s maximum acceptable entry date to the right.
first generic to file a Paragraph IV certification is entitled to
Equilibrium Settlement and Welfare with the
180-day marketing exclusivity under some circumstances,
Multiple-Entrant Model. Figure 4 shows the conditions
including when the patent is invalidated in litigation.28 Thus,
under which a settlement increases consumer welfare comwhen the first generic entrant to file a paragraph IV ANDA
pared to the expected consumer welfare net of litigation costs
invalidates the Brand’s patent through litigation, the Hatchthat would be generated through litigation. Such settlements
Waxman regulatory regime produces a six-month period of
would have to specify an early entry date E that is earlier than
duopoly competition between them. Both the Brand and
E*.32 The breakeven entry date E* with multiple entrants is
D
earlier than the breakeven entry date generated by the singlethe first generic earn duopoly profits π during the period of
marketing exclusivity from time S to time S + H in Figure 3.
entrant model, and earlier than the expected patent life (pT ).
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The challenge that remains for the lower
cour ts is to fashion a relatively accurate and
administrable procedure under the r ule of reason
that minimizes the sum of er ror costs and
direct costs.

date (where the Brand’s minimum acceptable entry date line
intersects with the horizontal axis). Therefore, all feasible
settlements, including those in which there is no reverse
payment, generate consumer welfare that is lower than the
expected welfare net of litigation costs that would be produced through litigation. Moreover, the model predicts that
absent bargaining failure or antitrust restrictions on settlement, litigation is unlikely. For example, litigant optimism
that would generate litigation in the single-entrant model
generates a broad settlement range when the effect of anticipated multiple entry after patent invalidation is taken into
account.34

Under the conditions depicted in Figure 4, E * = 8.16.33
Intuitively, the breakeven date for early entry (E *) is earlier
than under the single-entrant model because litigation that
results in the invalidation of the patent will produce a greater
static expected welfare gain with multiple entrants; instead of
resulting in a duopoly for the remainder of the patent life,
invalidation of the patent produces six months of duopoly
followed by the higher static welfare produced under freeentry competition. Therefore, if settlements are to increase
consumer welfare, they must allow entry at a time earlier than
the litigation-adjusted life of the patent in order to offset the
long period of free entry welfare gains generated by the generic’s successful litigation.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the breakeven early settlement
date is earlier than the Brand’s minimum acceptable entry
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Patent Settlements, Antitrust Rules, and
Welfare Standards
We turn now to the normative question of antitrust policy
and welfare. Under the standard error cost approach, the
optimal antitrust policy minimizes the sum of error costs
and direct costs of enforcement.35 A bright line rule can be
optimal if it results in cost savings and benefits from increased
certainty that outweigh the associated increase in error costs.36
Of the two bright line rules examined by the Court in
Actavis, the scope of the patent test would yield a correct outcome for valid patents and protect against the costs associated with the erroneous invalidation of valid patents (Type I
error costs). That test, however, produces the error costs associated with erroneously allowing invalid patents to remain in
force (Type II error costs). The Actavis Court rejected this
approach, expressly out of concern
over the possibility of Type II errors.
In particular, the Court noted that an
EDDDD)
important “patent-related policy” is
to “eliminat[e] unwarranted patent
22MO4=84,):%84'8)!"R4)
MO4=84,):%84'8)!"R4)
>HDDD)
grants so the public will not ‘continually be required to pay tribute to
>GDDD)
would-be monopolists without need
S&'.N74+)-46R%+4)/'48)&R)!"#$%#&')
S
&'.N74+)-46R%+4)/'48)&R)!"#$%#&')
or justification.’” 37
S
S&.8.0)T'=+4%."'$)3456474'8.)
&.8.0)T'=+4%."'$)3456474'8.)
>FDDD)
The bright line rule advocated by
some 38 —per se condemnation of
>EDDD)
reverse payments—would have pro*+%',K.)L"'"7N7)@==4O8%P64)
*
+%',K.)L"'"7N7)@==4O8%P64)
tected against Type II errors and
22'8+Q)B%84)
'8++Q)B%84)
>DDDD)
increased the costs of Type I errors
when valid patents were challenged.
HDDD)
The Court, recognizing the legitimate
value of settling litigation, as well as
GDDD)
UU4%."P64)3456474'8.)
4%."P64)3456474'
4 8.)
the complexities involved in the
antitrust evaluation of reverse payFDDD)
ment settlements, also rejected the
T'"#%6)<4'4+"=K.)L%M"7N7)
T'"#%6)<4'4+"=K.)L%M"7N7)
bright line rule of per se illegality and
EDDD)
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@==4O8%P64)2'8+Q)B%84$
%
the somewhat less error-prone quickD)
look rule with a presumption of illeHIE)
HIE)
HIF)
HIF)
HIG)
HIG)
HIH)
HIH)
J)
JIE)
JIE)
JI
JIF)
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JIG)
JIG)
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JIH)
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H)
gality.39
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The challenge that remains for the
lower courts is to fashion a relatively
Figure 4: Feasible Settlements and Welfare in the Multiple-Entrant Model
accurate and administrable procedure
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under the rule of reason that minimizes the sum of error costs and
EDDDD)
direct costs.40 One possibility would
22MO4=84,):%84'8)!"R4)
MO4=84,):%84'8)!"R4)
be to embed an inquiry into the
>HDDD)
validity of the patent as part of the
>GDDD)
antitrust case.41 In theory, if this
*+%',K.)L"'"7N7)@==4O8%P64)
*
+%',K.)L"'"7N7)@==4O8%P64)
inquiry enabled courts accurately to
22'8+Q)B%84)
'8+Q)B%84)
>FDDD)
determine the validity of the patent
11&8%6)-46R%+4)/'48)&R)!"#$%#&')S&.8.0)
&8%6)-46R%+4)/'48)&R)!"#$%#&')S&.8.0)
T'
=+4%."'$)U4%."P64)3456474'8.)
T'=+4%."'$)U4%."P64)3456474'8.)
at a low cost, the scope of the patent
>EDDD)
test could be applied to cases where
the inquiry concludes that the
>DDDD)
patent is valid, while allowing
antitrust claims to proceed in cases
HDDD)
where the inquiry concludes the
#)$
patent is not valid.
GDDD)
The uncertainty and cost of
“deciding a patent case within an
FDDD)
antitrust case about the settlement
T'
T'"#%6)<4'4+"=K.)L%M"7N7)
"#%6)<4'4+"=K.)L%M"7N7)
of the patent case, a turducken task,”
@
@==4O8%P64)2'8+Q)B%84$
==4O8%P64)2'8+Q)B%84$
EDDD)
led the Eleventh Circuit to adopt the
%
bright line scope of the patent test.42
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The rule of reason analysis adopted
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by the Supreme Court in Actavis
likewise avoids an inquiry into the
validity of the patent: It is “normal- Figure 5: Total Welfare Net Litigation Costs Standard
ly not necessary to litigate patent
validity to answer the antitrust question” as such litigation
allows the Brand to reduce its costs relative to litigating and
would “prove time consuming, complex, and expensive,” and
an alternative settlement that allows generic entry prior to the
likely “not be worth that litigation candle.” 43
expiration of the patent.
Rather than a full-blown inquiry into the merits of the
If the patent is not valid, then reverse payment settlepatent, the Court suggested that the portion of the reverse
ments impose the highest Type II error costs. Under the
payment that is not explained by traditional settlement conassumption that invalid patents do not promote innovation,
siderations or other procompetitive justifications “can provide
a settlement that does not allow early entry imposes the deada workable surrogate for a patent’s weakness, all without
weight loss from monopoly for the maximum amount of
forcing a court to conduct a detailed exploration of the validtime—the life of the patent—and reduces consumer welfare
ity of the patent itself.” 44 Focusing upon this surrogate, “a
relative to settlements that allow generic entry before the
court, by examining the size of the payment, may well be able
expiration of the patent.
to assess its likely anticompetitive effects along with its potenThe positive analysis based upon the multiple-entrant
tial justifications without litigating the validity of the patent;
model shows that the competitive setting generated by the
and parties may well find ways to settle patent disputes withHatch-Waxman regulatory regime and the Court’s collateral
out the use of reverse payments.” 45
estoppel rules work to generate strong incentives for settleAs we demonstrated above, however, even under the
ment. These incentives are much stronger than the incenassumptions of the single-entrant model, equilibrium settletives to settle in single-entrant models. Indeed, the multiplements can involve very large payments. Even when both parentrant model predicts that litigation of the validity of the
ties in the example estimate that the patent will be upheld 90
patent to judgment is unlikely, and so too, therefore, is the
percent of the time, the range of equilibrium reverse payment
the invalidation of bad patents, a “public good” forgone.
settlements is 8 to 12 times each party’s litigation costs. If,
Moving to the normative implications of our positive
perhaps more realistically, both parties estimate the probaanalysis, the multiple-entrant scenario implies that an antibility of the patent being upheld at only 50 percent, then the
trust rule based upon the size of reverse payments will not
range of equilibrium reverse payment settlements is from 7
produce settlements that increase consumer welfare net of litto 53 times each party’s litigation costs.46 If the patent is
igation costs. As shown in the example, all feasible settlevalid, the reverse payment is the cost to the Brand of avoidments, including those with no reverse payments, reduce
ing a Type I error.47 Unconstrained equilibrium settlements
static consumer welfare as compared to litigation. Indeed, the
allow the Brand to minimize the costs of Type I error. That
multiple-entrant model shows the static welfare gains from
is, there is always some settlement without early entry that
invalidating a patent are much greater than those generated
&$
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in the monopoly-to-duopoly model. This has led many to
advocate a policy that would not only ban reverse payments,
but also have courts scrutinize closely all settlements of
Hatch-Waxman patent litigation.48
Those more strict limitations upon settlements of HatchWaxman patent litigation do not reflect a full error cost
analysis, which minimizes the sum of error costs and direct
costs. A static consumer welfare standard is incomplete as it
ignores direct costs and considers only some of the error
costs. More specifically, this standard, at best, provides a
proxy for the consumer welfare costs associated with Type II
error.
Setting aside for the moment differences of opinion about
the purpose of antitrust law 49 and applying standard price
theory, a more direct measure of the welfare costs of Type II
error would be the deadweight loss rather than the loss of
consumer surplus. A welfare standard that attempted to minimize the sum of the deadweight losses plus litigation costs is
equivalent to using a total welfare standard net of litigation
costs, including costs imposed on third parties.50 Figure 5
modifies Figure 4 to include that standard. Under a total welfare net litigation costs standard, the breakeven early entry
date for a settlement E ** = 8.96 in the multiple-entrant
model. Using this standard, a large range of the feasible settlements would raise total welfare net of litigation costs.51
Indeed, reverse payments as high as X M can generate total
welfare that is greater than the expected total welfare that
would be generated through litigation net of litigation costs.
In the example depicted in Figure 5, this amount is seven
times the Brand’s litigation costs.52
The standard of total welfare net of litigation costs shown
in Figure 5, which only re-weights the relative importance of
litigation costs and of static welfare reducing Type II errors,53

still fails to address the costs of “dynamic” Type I errors, i.e.,
the costs of forgone innovation due to the reduced incentives
that result from the erroneous invalidation of patents and the
in terrorem settlements paid to avoid that outcome. 54
Considering the full error cost analysis, including the costs of
dynamic Type I error, the breakeven early entry date E* may
be even farther to the right of the breakeven point shown in
Figure 5. Indeed, because patent terms are not set optimally,
but are based upon the arbitrary statutory rule of 20 years
from filing, it is possible that a full error cost analysis, taking
dynamic Type I errors into account, would find that settlement agreements where generic entry is not allowed before
the expiration of the patent in fact increase dynamic welfare,
which would support the scope of the patent test. Inasmuch
as the regulatory structure of the Hatch-Waxman Act
includes patent term restoration, it is odd not to consider the
costs of dynamic Type I error in any analysis of the patent/
antitrust interface under the statute.
Conclusion
In FTC v. Actavis, the Court rejected bright line rules of
legality and illegality in favor of a standard to be fleshed out
by the lower courts applying the rule of reason. At the same
time, the Court recognized the costs of an unconstrained rule
of reason analysis and suggested a simpler rule—one based
upon the size of the brand patentee’s litigation costs—in order
to set an antitrust limit on the size of reverse payments. The
analysis in this article, which incorporates a model that allows
for multiple entrants under Hatch-Waxman, shows such a rule
will deem some welfare increasing settlements anticompetitive,
encourage litigants to use other, potentially more inefficient
means to settle, and increase the costs of dynamic Type I
errors.䡵
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